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ABSTRACT 
We characterize the automorphism group of certain subalgebras of matrix algebras 
with entries from a field K, known as structural matrix algebras. These include the 
algebras of upper triangular matrices. We also give necessary and sufficient conditions 
for every K-automorphism of such a subalgebra to be inner. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Automorphisms of certain subalgebras of matrix algebras have been the 
object of several recent papers. Jondr-up [6] has shown that if A is a simple 
algebra, finite dimensional over its center K, then all K-automorphisms of 
the algebra of upper triangular matrices over A are inner. Similarly, Barker 
and Kezlan [3] have proved that every R-automorphism of the algebra of 
upper triangular matrices with entries from an integral domain R is inner. 
Related results appeared in [l], [2], [5] and [7]. 
In this paper we characterize the group of K-automorphisms of certain 
subalgebras of a matrix algebra with entries from a field K. Also, we give 
necessary and sufficient conditions for every K-automorphism of such a 
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subalgebra to be inner. In this respect, our results include those from [3] and 
[6], when the ring of coefficients is a field (see Corollary to Theorem D>. 
We would like to remark that the arguments of Section 3 actually hold 
when entries are taken on a simple algebra that is finite dimensional over its 
center (with very slight changes). Therefore, Theorems A and B remain valid 
when the ring of coefficients is such an algebra. 
2. NOTATION AND MAIN RESULTS 
Let M,(K) be the ring of n X n matrices over a field K. The unity 
element of M,(K) is denoted by I,,. Given A E M,( K ), Aij denotes the 
(i,j) entry of A. The matrix unit having 1 in the (i,j)th position and zeros 
elsewhere is denoted by E’j. The matrix E”” is written simply Ei. 
If p is a relation on Z = {1,2, . . . , n) which is reflexive and transitive, 
then the set 
S = S( p, K) = (A E M,(K)IAij = Oif(i,j) g p> 
is a subalgebra of M,( K > (see [lo]). Following [lo], we call S( p, K) the 
structural matrix algebra over K defined by the relation p. 
The group of K-automorphisms of S is denoted by Aut S. In what 
follows, the word automorphism means K-automorphism. 
For each invertible matrix A E S, we denote by C, the inner automor- 
phism induced by A. Then the set 
‘8 = {C, 1 A E S is invertible} 
is a normal subgroup of Aut S. 
A permutation (+ of Z is said to be an automorphism of p if (u(i), a(j)) 
E p for all (i, j) E p. Such a permutation gives rise to an automorphism 3 
of S on defining 
&( Eij) = E4ib(j), (i,j) E P, 
and extending linearly. The set of automorphims G of S such that cr(i) < 
a(j) whenever (i,j>, (j, i) E p and i <j is a subgroup of Aut S, which we 
shall denote by 9. 
In the case when S is semisimple, these groups allow us to describe 
Aut S. 
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THEOREM A. Let S be a semisimple matrix algebra. Then 
Aut (S) = EYXz?‘, 
the semidirect product of F by 9. 
When S is a semisimple algebra, it follows that p is an equivalence 
relation and we have: 
THEOREM B. Let S be a semisimple structural matrix algebra. Then 
eve y K-automorphism of S is inner if and only if all the equivalence classes of 
p are of different sizes. 
Following [8], we say that a function g : p + K * is transitive if 
g(i,j)g(j, k) = g(i, k) 
for all (i, j), (j, k) E p. Such a function is said to be trivial if there exists a 
function s : Z + K * such that g(i,j> = s(i)s(j)-’ for all (i,j) E p. 
Every transitive function g : p + K* gives rise to an automorphism g* 
of S on defining 
g*( E”j) = g(i,j)E”j, (i,.i) E P, 
and extending linearly. 
Now, let iJ be the following relation on I: 
(i,j) E p ifandonlyif (i,j),(j,i) E p, 
and let A be the graph associated to the relation p \ 7, [that is, the vertices 
of A are the elements i of Z such that either (i, j) or (j, i) E p \ j3 for some 
j E I, and the edges of A are the unordered pairs {i, j} such that either (i,j) 
or (j, i) E p \ j?]. For each connected component A1 of A, we consider a 
tree Tl c A1 containing every vertex of AI [see 4, $2, Corollary 51. We fur one 
such tree Tl for each index 1. 
Let r be the subset of p such that 
(i,j) E r if and only if (i,j) E p and {i,j} is an edge of iJ,T, 
Furt_hermore, let V be the set of vertices of tJ T[. Let also 1 = Z \ V, and 
set j? = p I-I J x J. Then, the set 
.Y= (g* EAutSlg:p+ K* and g(i,j) = 1 for all (i,j) E r u $ 
is a subgroup of Aut S. 
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THEOREM C. Let S be a structural matrix algebra. Then 
Am S = (%‘X>a) >a9. 
THEOREM D. Let S be a structural matrix algebra. Then every K-auto- 
morphism of S is inner if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(i) every transitive mapping g : p + K* is trivial; 
(ii) evey automorphism of p f axes the equivalence classes of ij. 
3. THE SEMISIMPLE CASE 
We begin with some lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let e # 0 be a central idempotent of S. Then there exists a 
subset J of I such that 
Proof. For all i E I, there exists xi E K such that E”eE’ = x,E’. Since 
E”eE” is an idempotent, we must have that either xi = 0 or xi = 1. Writing 
e = Z,eZ, = c E’eE”, 
i6I 
the conclusion follows. 
LEMMA 3.2. The set 
9= {A E SIAij = Oif(i,j) E 4 
is an ideal of S. 
Proof. Take B E S and A E Y, and set C = BA. Suppose now that 
(i, j> E j5. Then 
Cij = c Bik Ahj. 
kE1 
If, for some k, we had that both Bi, z 0 and Akj # 0, then we would 
have that (j, i), (i, k) E p. Hence, we can conclude that (j, k) E p. But, 
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since Akj Z 0, we must have that (k, j) G p, a contradiction. Then Cij = 0 
and C EJ? 
A similar argument shows that AB ~-97 
LEMMA 3.3. If S is a semisimple algebra, then 4 = 0. 
Proof. In fact, by Lemma 3.2, we have that 4 is an ideal, hence a direct 
summand of S, i.e., 
where Y is an ideal of S. 
Let e be the unity element of 2 We have that either 
e = C Ej or e = 0, 
.iel 
due to Lemma (3.1). But 9contains no diagonal matrices, hence e = 0. n 
We are now ready to give a characterization of a semisimple structural 
matrix algebra. This result was proved in [9] following a different approach. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let S = S( p, K) b e a structural matrix algebra. Then S 
is semisimple if and only if p is symmetric. 
Proof. Suppose that S is semisimple. By Lemma 3.3, we must have that 
Y= 0; thus, p is symmetric. 
For the converse, let L f 0 be an ideal of S. We shall show that L is a 
direct summand of S. 
Given A E L, with A,, # 0, we have that 
EkAE1 = A Ek” E L. kl 
Hence, Ek’ E L. Since p is symmetric, we conclude that Elk E S. 
Therefore El = ElkEkl E L. 
Now,letT={tEZ]E’EL}andsete=C,,rEt.Weclaimthat L= 
Se. 
Clearly, we have that Se c L. Now, if A E L with A,, # 0, we have that 
AklEk” E L as we have shown above. 
Then, in order to prove that L c Se, it is enou h to show that Ekl E Se. 
But this follows immediately from the equation $ Ek = Ekle. 
Now, if Ekl E L, we have that 1 E T, as before. A similar argument 
shows that also k E T. 
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Hence, it is easy to conclude that e is a central idempotent of S, and the 
claim follows. n 
Before proving Theorem A, we need to characterize the simple compo- 
nents of S. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let S be semisimple, and let e E S be an idempotent such 
that Se is a simple component of S. Then there exists one and only one 
equivalence class C of p such that 
Proof. 
of I. 
By Lemma 3.1, we have that e = Cj E, Ej for a suitable subset J 
Pick j E J and (k, j) E p. We have that 
Eki, = Ek.i, 
Then we must have eEkj = Ekj, and we conclude that k E J. 
We have shown that, if j E J, the equivalence class of j is contained in J. 
Then J is a union of equivalence classes. But, if there were two or more such 
classes, it is easy to see that e would be decomposable. n 
LEMMA 3.6. With the notation of Lemma 3.5, we have that 
and consequently, dim K Se = ICI2 (where ICI denotes the order oft). 
Proof. If xk, xI E C, we have that (xk, x,> E p. Then EXkXl = EXkrle E 
Se, due to the expression for e given by Lemma 3.5. We have shown that 
c Xk. Xl KExKxr C Se. 
For the other inclusion, we observe that if A E Se then A = Ae = eA. 
From this, it is easy to conclude that A is of the required form. n 
Proof of Theorem A. Let S = S, @ S, @ **a @ S,, where the Si are the 
simple components of S, and let 4 be an automorphism of S. We have that 
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where f is a bijection of {l, 2, , r}. Furthermore, if Cj denotes the 
equivalence class of p corresponding to the unity element of Si given by 
Lemma 3.5, we have that lCil = ICfci,l, in view of Lemma 3.6. 
We now enumerate explicitly Cj = {xi, x2, . . . ) and Crcj, = 1 yi, yz, . . . I, 
where xk < x1 and yk < yI if k < 1. We can define a bijection from Ci to 
'f(i)> mapping xk to the corresponding yk. As this can be done in each 
equivalence class of p, this process defines a permutation of I, which we 
shall denote by cr. It is easy to see that (+ is an automorphism of p; hence, it 
induces an automorphism & of S. 
We now f= a simple component Si of S. As we saw above, we have that 
&(Si> = Sfci,. G’ lven an element X E Srci,, we have that 
(G)-‘(x) E si, 
since 
(G)-‘( EYkYl) = EXk’G E Sj 
for all EYkYI E Ssci, (because of Lemma 3.6). Then the map 
x E sf(j,(2-’ (i?-‘(x) E si 2 (f#P(c+)-‘)(x> E Sf@, 
is an automorphism of Sfci). But Sfci, is a simple algebra finite dimensional 
over its center. By the Skolem-Noether theorem, there exists an invertible 
matrix Afci, E Srci, such that this automorphism is conjugation by Afci,. 
Set now A = Afcl, + ... +Afc,). We claim that q5 0(&)-r = C,. In fact, 
it is enough to prove the equality in each component Srcj,. Given a matrix 
unit EYkY’ E Sfci,, we have that 
C,( EYkYl) = AEYkYfA-l = Afci,EYr-Y’Afclf, = ($ o( G)-‘)( EYkY’), 
and the claim is proved. Therefore, 4 = C, 0 6. 
To conclude the proof, we notice first that & ~9’. Also, 55’ n9 = 1. In 
fact, given & E %Y n 9, we have that & is a conjugation by the matrix 
A E S. Therefore, &(Si> = Si for all i. Then (T(C~) = Ci for all i, and by 
the definition of (T it is easy to conclude that u = 1. 
Since E? u Aut S, the proof is finished. = 
A little extra effort gives Theorem B. 
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Proof of Theorem B. First, we observe that if (+ is an automorphism of 
p and C is an equivalence class of p, then a(C) is also an equivalence class 
of p. 
Suppose first that the equivalence classes of p are of different sizes. In 
view of Theorem A, it is enough to prove that 9 = 1. Set 6 E 9. By the 
hypothesis and the above, we have that (T(C) = C for every equivalence 
class C of p. 
Now, let C = {x,, x2,. . }, where xk < xl if k < 1. As 6 ~9, we have 
that cr(x,) < a(~,). Thus, it is easy to see that (+(x,1 = xk for all xk, and 
hence 6 = 1. 
For the converse, we observe that 9 = 1 by hypothesis. Suppose there 
are two equivalence classes C, and C, of p such that ]C, 1 = ]C, 1, and write 
c, = {X1,X2>...)> c, = (y1>yz>...j> 
where xk < xl and yk < y1 if k < 1. Then we can define the following 
permutation (T of I: 
U(Xk) = Yk> vx, E c,, 
0-c Yl) = Xl> VYl E c2, 
CT(z) =z, v.2 Gz c, u c,. 
Then, 6 E 9, a contradiction. n 
4. THE GENERAL CASE 
First, we need to describe AS), the Jacobson radical of S. In what 
follows, we shall denote B(S) simply by $ 
The following proposition can be obtained as a consequence of the results 
in [g]. We offer here a direct proof. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. With the notation above, we have that 
8= {A E SIAij = Oif (i,j) E p). 
Proof. Let 
Y= {A E S]A,, = 0 if (i,j) E p). 
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By Lemma 3.2, 9 is an ideal of S. We claim that 
;= (A+4 Aij = Oif (i,j) E ;i} . 
In fact, if B +9 E +, 
Bij = 0 if (i, j) E j5. 
choose B’ E S such that B:j = Bij if (i, j) E j?, and 
Th en B - B’ ESand I3 +4= B’ +YE {A +.YIAij 
= 0 if (i,j) E p}. The opposite inclusion is trivial. 
Now, let 
S’= (A~M,(K)lA,~=oif(i,j) EP}. 
Then the mapping f : S’ + 5 given by f(A) = A +.Y VA E S’ is an iso- 
morphism of algebras. By Theorem 3.4, S’ is semisimple, since it is a 
structural matrix algebra defined by the symmetric relation p. Then $ is 
semisimple; hence % CJ? 
Now, 5 is a semisimple component of 5. Let e +/ be its unity element, 
where e EJ? We compute 
e +x= (In +8)(e +,/)(I,, +X) = (CE” +8)(e +B)(iFIEi +Y) 
isI 
= iFIEieE’ +jT 
That is, 
e - c E”eE” = 7 EB. 
iE1 
Since 3 ~9, we have that CE”eE” = e - 77 E 2 But 9 does not contain 
diagonal matrices. Hence, e - 71 = 0 and e = v EA That is, 4 Cg n 
In order to deal with the automorphisms of S, we observe that given 
C$ E Aut S we have that c#&F> =$ So C#J induces an automorphism 3 of 5, 
namely, 
$(A +A? = +(A) +% forall AES. 
Suppose now that e, e’ are idempotents of S such that 4 (e +x) = e’ + 
3 Since $(e +f) = 4(e) +/, we have that 4(e) must be of the form 
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+(e> = e’ + 7, where 77 EB; We need more information about these idem- 
potents. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let E = Ej, 77 E/, and let 8 = E + 77 be an idempotent 
of S. Then for all i > 3 we have that 
8 = E + (7 + 77’ + ..a ++l)E + E(v + 77’ + ... +$l) 
i-2 
+ &(q + q2 + e-0 +s~-‘-~)E$ + vi. 
Proof. We shall proceed by induction on i. We have that 
8 = 8’ = E2 + ET + qE + 72 = E + Eq + TE + q2 
Multiplying the first and last members of the equation by 8 (= E + q~), 
we obtain 
8 = E + EVE + qE + ,q2E + Eq + Ev2 + VET + 73. 
But EVE = 7jjEi, qj. E K. As EVE E/ and / does not contain diagonal 
matrices, we conclude that EVE = 0. So, 8 = E + (77 + v2)E + E(q + 
v2) + JET + v3, and the claim is proved for i = 3. 
Suppose now that equality holds for a given index i, and multiply both 
sides of the equality by a(= E + 7). Observing that the terms E(v + v2 
+ ... +viel)E and Ck(v + v2 + ... +v~-~-~)E$E are both zero (by the 
argument used above), we get 
8 = E + (r] + v2 + ... +$)E + E(T + q2 + ... +$) 
+(q + v2 + ... +$l)Eq 
i-2 
+ c (rl + $ + . . . +qi-l-k)E$+l + $+l, 
k=l 
as required. 
Notice that, since S is artinian, the elements of y are nilpontent. 
COROLLARY 4.3. With the notation of Lemma 4.2, we have that: 
(i) if the index of nilpotency of 77 is 2, then 8 = E + qE + Eq; 
(ii) if the index of milpotency of 77 is s > 2, then 
8 = E + (77 + v2 + ... +qS-l)E + E(q + q2 + +.* +v’-‘) 
s-2 
+ c (77 + q2 + ..a +T’-~-~)E$ 
k=l 
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Proof. Since B = E + Eq + qE + q2, (i) follows trivially 
In a similar way, (ii) follows from the lemma above. n 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let 8 be an idempotent of S under the conditions of 
Lemma 4.2. Then there exists 0 ~ysuch that 
8 = E + E8 + BE + 0E8. 
Conversely, if 6 EB and E = Ej (j E 11, then 
ii? = E + E8 + OE + BE0 
is an idempotent of S. 
Proof. Suppose Z is an idempotent as in Lemma 4.2. If the index of 
nilpotency of 77 is 2, then Z? = E + ET + vE, by Corollary 4.3. Computing 
8’, we get that 
E + ET + ,qE = &F’ = 8’ = E + Erj + qE + VET. 
Hence, VET = 0, and it is enough to choose 6 = q. If the index of nilpo- 
tency is s > 2, computing Z’“, we obtain 
8 = g2 = E + (“II + v2 f ... +v’-l)E + E(T + 77’ + *** +q’-‘) 
+(v + v2 + 1.1 +q”-‘)E(7j + q2 + ... +qspl). 
Then it is enough to choose 8 = 77 + v2 + ... + TV’-‘. 
The converse is trivial. n 
LEMMA 4.5. Let 6 E/, E = Ej (j E I), and let 8 be the idempotent 
8 = E + E8 + 0E + BE8 
Then 
%= (I, + E0)(Z, - BE) E S 
is invertible, and 
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Proof. We have that 
(I,, - BE)(Z, + BE) = I,, 
(I, + E8)( I, - EB) = I,. 
Therefore, %(-’ = (I,, + BE)(Z, - E8). An easy calculation shows that 
(I, - 8E)8( I, + 8E) = E + E8, 
(I, + Ee)( E + Ee)( Z, - Ee) = (I, + Ee)E( Z,, + Ee)( I, - Ee) 
= (Z, + Ee)E = E. n 
Now, for each j E I, pick ej E/ and consider 
5 = Ej + Ejej + ejEj + ej z?ej, 
Fi$ = (Z” + E’e,)( I” - ejEj). 
LEMMA 4.6. With the notation above, we have that: 
(i> C, = 1 for all j E I. 
(ii) Z{E’q = 8 jE” = 0, where i, j E I, i #j, then E”Y$ = qE* = E”. 
Proof. Since the elements zj are such that q +/ = Z, +& for all 
j E I, (i) follows. 
In order to prove (ii), we compute 
E”q = E%,Ej + EiejEjej = EiBjEj(Zn + ej) = 0, 
is=j’jEi = z?e,P + ejEjejE” = (zn + e,)(Eje,P) = 0 
Since 6: EX, we have that I, + Oj, is invertible. Hence, E”B,Ej = Eje,E” = 0. 
Now, we compute E”““;. and ‘%$E’: 
E”? = Ei( Z, + Eje,)( Z, - e,Ej) = Ei( Z, - ejE’) = Ei - EiejEj = E”, 
%Ei = (I, + Ejej)( I, - ejEj)Ei = (I, + Ejej)E” = Ei + Eje,E” = E”. 
n 
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LEMMA 4.7. Let cp be an automorphism of S such that there exists a 
permutation g of I satisfying 
q( Ei +/) = E”(j) +& for all j E I. 
- 
Then there exists an invertible element %! of S such that C,= 1 and 
(C, 0 q)( Ej) = E”(j) forall j E I. 
Proof. We have that 
q( El) = E”(l) + TV, where v1 ~3. 
Then E”(l) + q1 is an idempotent of the type described in Lemma 4.2. By 
Corollary 4.4, there exists 8,(,, E& such that 
8 (T(1) = E”(l) + r/1 = E”(l) + Ea%b~lj + &,E”(‘) + 6&~1~E”(‘)8,~l,. 
Consider now the element ‘&! a(l), given by Lemma 4.5. We have 
(C zibcljo cp)(E’) = Csl,,,,(%,) = E”(l), 
C yib(l)0 cp = 0, 
due to Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6(i). Then 
( c ~“‘n(l, 0 +T )( Ej +&) = E”(j) +B k$ E I. 
Similarly, 
CC pl,cllo q)( E2) = En(‘) + ~2, where q2 EY. 
We now consider the element 8V(2j E&, and also the idempotent 8Pc(2j = 
E 42) + 772 = E H’) + EUT(2)0g(2j + 0V~2jE(T(2) + e~~2~Eu(2)e~~2~ and the ele- 
ment 2Y (T(2j, given by Corollary 4.4 and Lemma 4.5 respectively. We have that 
E”(l)8 
r(2) = CC zmcl, o cp)< E’E’) = 0, 
Z&2jEa(1) = (C%_,,, 0 p)( E’E’) = 0. 
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cc 
By Lemma 4.6(ii), we have that C~V~Z)(Ea(l)) = E”(l). Therefore, 
Y;(,(,) o C%, 0 cp)(E’) = E u(l) Furthermore, . 
That is, 
Proceeding in this way, we get that the element 2( = %V(njYV(n_lj *a- gVoj 
verifies the thesis. n 
Now we shall deal with the subgroup 9’. Before stating the next lemma, 
we must f= some notation. 
We point out that if C, C’ are equivalence classes of j5 and (x, y) E p, 
with x E C and y E C’, then C X C’ C p. Among the equivalence classes of 
P, we may have some classes C with the following property: if C’ is an 
equivalence class such that either C’ X C c p or C X C’ C p, then C’ = C. 
Let C,, C,, . . . , C, be such classes (if they do exist), and fix an element xi in 
each Ci. Choose also an element y1 E Z such that y1 is a vertex of Tl for 
each tree Tl. In regard to the classes Ci and the trees Tl, we remark that: 
(1) The sets of vertices of the trees Tl are mutually disjoint. 
(2) None of the classes Ci, 1 < i < q, intercept these sets of vertices. 
(3) The union of the set of vertices of the graph U IT, with lJ p= iCi is the 
set 1. 
We are ready now to state our next lemma. 
LEMMA 4.8. Let g : p + K* be a trivial function such that g(j, k) = 1 
for all (j, k) E j5, and let xi, 1 < i < q, and yl be the elements above. Then 
there exists a map s : I -+ K * such that 
(i) s(xI) = 1, 1 < i < q, and s(yl) = 1 for all I; 
(ii> g(j, k) = s(j)s(k)-’ for all (j, k) E p. 
Proof. There exists a map si : Z -+ K * such that 
g(j, k) = s,(j)s,( k)-l for all (j, k) E P, 
since g is trivial. 
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Pick j E I. Due to the remarks above, we have that either j E Ci for 
some i which is uniquely determined, or there exists E, also uniquely 
determined, such that j is a vertex of TI. In the first case, we define 
s(j) = sl(j>sl(xi)-‘, and in the second one, we set s(j) = s,(j>s,( yl)-'. 
Hence, s satisfies condition (i). 
To prove (ii), pick first (j, k) E ij. Then, if j E Ci for some i, we must 
have that k E Ci, and 
s(jb(V’ = sl(j)sl( xi)-‘s,(k)-‘s,( xi) = s,(j)s,(k)-’ = g(j> k) 
Suppose now that j E Ci for any i. Then, on the one hand, we have that 
j, k E C, for some equivalence class C of p. On the other hand, there exists 
an equivalence class C’ # C such that either C X C’ c p \ p or C’ X C c 
p \ p. Then it is easy to conclude that j and k are vertices of the same tree 
TL. Therefore, 
sCMk)-’ = sdjbd yh-lsl(Wsl( YJ = siWl(W1 = d_L k). 
Similarly, if (j, k) E p \ 3, we have that j and k are vertices of the same 
tree T,, and the equation above shows that g(j, k) = s(j)s(k)-‘. n 
We remark that it can be proved that the function s in the conditions of 
Lemma 4.8 is uniquely determined. 
We now observe that the set 
G = {g : p + K * 1 g is a transitive function) 
is an abelian group with respect to the pointwise multiplication of functions. 
Furthermore, the subsets 
D={gEGlgistrivial}, 
F = g(j, k) = 1 for all (j, k) E r U fiCi X 
i=l 
are easily seen to be subgroups of G. 
LEMMA 4.9. With the notation above, we have that 
G=DxF (direct product). 
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Proof. First, consider g E D n F. We claim that g(j, k) = 1 for all 
(j, k) E p. 
In fact, given (j, k) E p such that (j, k) @ lYC, X Ci, there exist equiva- 
lence classes C and C’of j5, C # C’, satisfying j, k E C and either C X C’ C 
p or C’ X C C p. Hence, j, k are vertices of the same tree T[. 
Furthermore, there exists a function si : Z + K* such that g( x, y ) = 
si(x)~i(y)-~ for all (x, y) E p. Since g E F, an easy argument shows that 
s,(j) = s,(k) = sl(yl), w h ere y2 is the fixed vertex of Tl. That is, g(j, k) = 
s,(j)s,(k)-’ = 1. The claim is proved. 
Given the elements xi and yI of Lemma 4.8, we have that there exists a 
map s : Z + K* such that s satisfies condition (i) and g(j, k) = s(j>s(k)-’ 
for all (j, k) E p. Take j E Z such that j is vertex of a (unique) tree Tl. An 
easy argument shows that s(j) = I, since s( yl) = 1 and g(j, k) = s(j)s(k)-’ 
for all (j, k) E r. 
If j E Ci for some i then (xi,j) E 5. Since g(j, k) = 1 for all (j, k) E F, 
we have that s(j) = s(xi) = 1. Hence, g(j, k) = s(j)s(k)-’ = 1 for all 
(j, k) E p. Thus, D n F = 1. 
Now choose an element g E G, and consider the restriction of g to r. 
We claim that there exists s : Z + K* such that 
g(j> k) = s(j)@-’ 
for all (j, k) E F. In fact, if j E Ci for some i, we have that (xi,j) E p, and 
we define s(j) = g( xi, j)-l. On the other hand, if j is a vertex of a (unique) 
tree T,, consider the unique path zazi . . . z, connecting y1 to j (that is, 
za = yI and z, = j). 
In order to define s(j), we proceed by induction on m. If m = 0, then 
j = yI and we define s(j) = 1. Suppose now that S(Q), s(zl), . , s(z,_~) 
are defined. As usually, either (z,_ i, z,) E p or (z,, z,-i) E p. In the first 
case, we define 
s(j) = s(z&) = g(zm-l, qJIS(&l), 
while in the second case, we set 
s(j) = s(GJ = d%> %r-1)4%-1)~ 
Then s is as required. 
In order to see this, we observe that if (j, k) E r, then j and k are 
vertices of the same tree Tl and there exists a path joining y1 to k. Suppose 
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that wowI.. . wt is such a path, with w,, = y, and wt = k. Due to the 
uniqueness of the paths joining vertices of T,, we conclude that either 
Wt-1 =.I ’ or wawr.. . wtwt+r, with wt+r =j, is the unique path connecting 
y1 to j. In both cases, the definition of s shows that g(j, k) = s(j)s(k)-’ for 
all (j, k) E r. 
Now, let s’(j, k) = s(j>s(k>-l f or all (j, k) E p. Then s’ E D. Further- 
more, if (j, k) E Ci X Ci for some i, we have that 
(F’g)(j, k) = g(xi>j)g(xi,k)-‘g(j>k) = g(x,,j)g(k, x,)g(j>k) 
= g(kj)g(j, k) = 1. 
Therefore, we conclude that 
(:-lg)(j, k) = 1 forall (j,k) E~UIIC,XC, 
Hence, g-‘g = f E F, or g = .if, and the proof is complete. W 
LEMMA 4.10. Let g: p + K* be a transitive mupping. Then g* = C, 
for some A E S if and only if g is trivial. 
Proof. Suppose that g* = C,, for some A E S. Then 
AEijK1 = g(d,j)E”j, 
i.e., 
AE’j = g(i,j)E”jA, 
for all (i, j) E p. It is now easy to see that A is a diagonal matrix and hence 
A,, # 0, for all k E 1. The (i, j> entries of both sides of the equation above 
give us Aii = g(i, j>Ajj. Hence, g(i,j) = AiiAjjl, and it is enough to define 
s(i) = Aii for all i E I. 
Suppose now that g(i, j> = s(i)s(j)-’ for all (i, j) E p. Then, if A = 
C,s(i)E”, it is easy to see that 
AE”jA-’ = g*(Eii), 
as we wished to prove. n 
Proof of Theorem C. Let 4 be an automorphism of S, and $ be the 
automorphism induced on 5. As we saw in the proof of Proposition 4.1, we 
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have that 5~ S’, where 
S’ = {A E M,( K)I Aij = 0 if (i,j) E 3) 
Furthermore, an isomorphism f : S’ + 5 is given by 
f( A) = A +y for all A E S’ 
Due to Theorem A applied to the semisimple structural matrix algebra S’ 
and the definition of f, we have that 
where A E S’ c S is an invertible matrix and cr is an automorphism of p 
such that 
$(Eii +y) = E4i)aW +y for all (i,j) E 3. 
Furthermore, u verifies the condition that (T(X) < c+(y) whenever (x, y> 
E 3 and x < y. Then 
Now, due to the definition of &, we have that 
CA_, 0 4 (Ej +y) = b( Ej +j-) = E”(j) +kk for all j E I. 
Hence, the automorphism cp = C,-I 0 4 satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 
4.7. So there exists an invertible element %! E S such that 
(C, 0 cp)( Ej) = E”(j) for all j E 1, 
c, =l. 
We set ‘3! = C, 0 cp = Cc/*-l 0 4. Then 
qr( E’j) = qq E”E”jEj) = qq E’)lp( E”.yp( Ej) 
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where U,(++~) E K*. Then (c+(i), a(j)> E p for all (i,j> E p; hence u is 
actually an automorphism of p, and 6 ~9. 
Now, let g: p + K* be the transitive function 
gC”Ci>> u(j>) = 'c(i)w(j) for all (i,j) E p. 
We have that 
lJF( E”j) = g* ( @b(j)), 
i.e., 
q(Eij) = (g* oG)(E’j), 
for all (i,j> E p. Hence W = g* 0 &, where 6 ~9, so 
i.e.. 
But, by Lemma 4.9, we have that g = df, where d E D and f E F. Hence, 
g* = d* of*, where f* E 5 and d* = C,, for some A’ E S, due to Lemma 
(4.10). Then 
where C,,-I,, E 2?‘, f* E %“, and 6 ~9. Thus, 4 has the required form. 
In order to finish the proof, we must show that: 
(a) EY fl 22 = 1, g* ~C,~(g*)-l~~forallg*~~andC,~~. 
(b)(~~>a)n~=l,~~4.(~)-1E~>a~forall~E~and4E 
%Y >a .Y’. 
We start with claim (a). Clearly, ‘3 is normal in Aut S. So pick g* E .F 
such that g * is conjugation by a matrix of S. By Lemma 4.10, g is trivial. 
Hence, g E D f’ F. By Lemma 4.9, we obtain g = 1, i.e., g* = 1. 
To prove (b), we observe that it is enough to show that 6 0 g* o(6)-’ E 
e >a 27 for all g * E g. We have that 
(c? 0 g*)( Ej”) = &( g(j, k)E+) = g(j, k)E”(j)“(k) 
for all (j,k) E p. 
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Let h:p+K* be such that h(cr(j), a(k)) = g(j, k) for all (j, Zc) E p. 
Trivially, h is a transitive function. Therefore, h E 3’. By Lemma 4.9, 
h = df, where d E D and f E F. Applying this to the equation above, we 
obtain 
(6 o g*)(Ejk) = (h* o $)(Ejk) = (d* Of* o &)(Ej”) 
for all (j, k) E p. 
That is, 
&og*o(&)-l =d*.f*. 
But, by Lemma (4.10), we have that d* E ii?‘. Therefore, d* 0 f * E SZ >a 27, 
as we wanted to prove. 
Finally, pick 6 E (%Y >a g’> n 9. We have that c? = C, 0 g* , where C, 
E %?’ and g* E g’. Then 
E”(j) = $( Ej) = (C, 0 g*)( Ej) = C,( Ej) for all j E I. 
Considering this equation in $, we get that 
E”(j) +& = %Y*+,( Ej +y). 
Now, we recall that 5~ S’, and from the definition of the isomorphism, 
we get that 
E”(j) = C,( Ej), 
where A’ E S’ is such that A’ +& = A t-x But conjugation by A’ fixes the 
simple components of S’. By Lemma 3.6, we conclude that o(j) belongs to 
the equivalence class of j defined by the relation is. From the definition of 
Y,wegetthat a=l. 
The proof of Theorem C is complete. n 
Proof of Theorem D 
Suppose first that conditions (i) and (ii) hold. Then Lemmas 4.9 and 4.10 
and the definition of 9 imply respectively that 2? = 1 and 9 = 1. Hence, 
by Theorem C, every automorphism of S is inner. 
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Now, assume that every automorphism of S is inner, and consider a 
transitive function g : p + K* . By hypothesis g* is inner. Hence, by Lemma 
4.10, g is trivial. 
For (ii), pick an automorphism (+ of p. Since & is inner, computing in 5, 
we have 
E”(j) +y = g( @ +f) = CA+B( Ej +_%). 
Now, 5~ S’, where 
S’= (A~M,(K)lA,~=oif(i,j) 2~1, 
as we saw in Proposition 4.1. So E dj) = C,(Ej), where A’ E S is such that 
A’+_Y=A+&. 
Since S’ is semisimple and C,, fKes the simple components of S’, we get 
from Lemma (3.6) that a(j) belongs to the equivalence class of j defined by 
the relation i5. This completes the proof. n 
We can now obtain the results from [3] and [6] in the case where the ring 
of coefficients is a field. 
COROLLARY 4.11. Every K-automorphism of the algebra of upper trian- 
gular matrices with entries on K is inner. 
Proof. We observe first that this is a structural matrix algebra defined by 
the relation 
p = {(i,j)li,j E Z and i <j}. 
Hence, we must show that conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem D hold. 
To prove (i), pick a transitive function g : p 4 K*. We define 
s(1) = 1, s(2) = g(1,2))‘, . . .) s(n) = g(1, n)-‘. 
We have that g(1, i>g(i, j> = g(1, j), that is, g(i, j) = s(i)s(j>-r. Hence, g 
is trivial. 
For (ii), pick an automorphism (T of p. Since the equivalence classes of 3 
are singleton, we must show that (+ = 1. 
We observe first that the relation p can be written as p = U := 1 pi, 
where pi = {(i, i),(i, i + l), , (i, n)), 1 < i < n. Then the image of p1 by 
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u is {(cr(l), (+(l)),(a(l), a(2)), . . . ,((~(l),cr(rr))}. Now, this set has n ele- 
ments and is contained in pi for some i. But 1 pi 1 = n - i + 1, SO i = 1. 
Therefore, a(l) = 1. 
Proceeding in the same way with pa, we get that (~(2) = 2 and, similarly, 
c+(i) = i for all i. Hence, (+ = 1. w 
5. EXAMPLES 
We now show 
independent. 
that conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem D are mutually 
EXAMPLE 1. Let K be an arbitrary field. We exhibit a relation p where 
every transitive mapping g : p --f K * is trivial, but not all automorphisms of 
p fur the equivalence classes of p. 
Set p = IO, 0, Cl,% C&2>, (3,2X (3,3k so P = IO, 11, (221, (3,311. 
Now, the permutation (T = (13) . 1s easily seen to be an automorphism of p, 
but o(l) # 1. 
Let now g : p -+ K * be a transitive function. We observe that the graph 
A associated to p \ p is 
1 2 3 
Hence, it is connected and coincides with a tree containing all its vertices. 
Therefore, with the notation of Lemma 4.9, we have that G = D, F = 1. 
That is, every transitive function is trivial. 
We point out that, for the corresponding structural matrix algebra, we 
have that Z?’ = 1 and 9 = (1, &}. 
EXAMPLE 2. We shall now show that we can find a field K and relation 
p where the automorphisms fix the equivalence classes of ii, but not all 
transitive functions g : p + K* are trivial. 
Set 
P= {(1,1),(1,4),(1,5),(1,6),(2,2),(2,3),(2,4),(2,5),(2,6), 




and let K be a field such that 1 K 1 > 2. For such a p, we have that the graph 
A and a tree T which contains all its vertices are given by Figure 1. 
Furthermore, we have that r = {(l, S), (1,6), (2,4), (3,4), (3,s)) and r = 0. 
Then the function g : p - K* such that g(l,4) = (Y E K*, (Y # 1, g(i,j) 
= 1 for all (i, j) # (1,4) is easily seen to be a nontrivial transitive function. 
We now observe that the equivalence classes of ,E are {1},12,31,{41,15,61. 
Let (T be an automorphism of p. Since equivalence classes go to equivalence 
classes under (T, we have that either (~(1) = 1 or a(l) = 4. But if (~(1) = 4, 
we must have that a(4) = 1, and then (a(l), (~(4)) = (4,1), which does not 
belong to p. Then (~(1) = 1 and therefore (~(4) = 4. 
Similarly, either a({2,3}) = (2,3} or a((2,3}) = {S, 61. If a(2) = 5, we 
have that (a(2), a(4)) = (5,4) E p, a contradiction. Hence, a({2,3}) = {2,31 
and consequently ~((561) = {5,6). 
An easy calculation shows that for the corresponding structural matrix 
algebra, we have that c%’ E K * and 9 = 1. W 
The author is grateful to her colleagues Nair A. Femandes, Maria Ltkia S. 
Singer, and C&ar Polcino Mikes for introducing her to the subject. 
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